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OUR TOWN CHAMBERS

Affiliate Town Chambers & Business Associations
Axbridge Chamber of Commerce
T: 01934 733078 | E: mike.sartain@hale-events.ltd.uk
www.axbridgechamber.co.uk

Shepton Mallet & District Chamber
T: 01749 681413 | E: sheptonchamber@gmail.com
www.shepton.biz

Bridgwater Chamber of Commerce
T: 01278 228004 | E: info@bridgwaterchamber.org.uk
www.bridgwaterchamber.org.uk

Somer Valley Chamber of Commerce
T: 07530 042627 | E: plenty.jon@gmail.com
www.somervalleychamber.com

Bruton Chamber of Commerce
T: 01749 813291 | E: brutonchamber@gmail.com
www.brutonchamber.org

Street Chamber of Commerce
T: 07552 170725 | E: secretary@streetchamber.co.uk

Burnham-on-Sea Chamber of Trade & Commerce
T: 01278 238959 | E: deryk@kds-interiors.co.uk
www.burnhamonseachamber.org
Business Exmoor
T: 01643 851895 | E: admin@businessexmoor.co.uk
www.businessexmoor.co.uk
Cheddar Chamber of Commerce & Industry
T: 01934 741792 | E: beccycheddarchamber@gmail.com
Frome Chamber of Commerce
T: 01749 342255 | E: president@fromechamber.com
www.fromechamber.com
Glastonbury Chamber of Commerce
T: 01458 835678 | E: office@glastonburychamber.co.uk
www.glastonburychamber.co.uk
Ilminster Chamber of Commerce
T: 01460 52506 | E: enquiries@ilminsterhomehardware.co.uk
www.ilminsterchamber.org.uk
Levels’ Best Community Interest Company
T: 01935 851280 | E: enquiries@levelsbest.co.uk
www.levelsbest.co.uk

Taunton Chamber of Commerce
T: 01823 230898 | E: office@taunton-chamber.co.uk
www.taunton-chamber.co.uk
Watchet Chamber of Trade
T: 07836 239 932 | www.wacet.co.uk
Wellington Business Association
T: 07761 485657 | E: info@wellingtonbusinessassociation.co.uk
www.wellingtonchamber.co.uk
Wells Chamber of Commerce
T: 01749 685236 | E: info@wellschamberofcommerce.co.uk
www.wellschamberofcommerce.co.uk
Weston-super-Mare Chamber
T: 07850 363249 | E: President@westonchamber.org.uk
www.westonchamber.org.uk
Wincanton Chamber of Commerce
T: 01963 34327 | E: chair@wincantonchamber.co.uk
www.wincantonchamber.co.uk
Wiveliscombe & 10 Parish Business Group
T: 01984 684777 | E: secinfo@10pbg.co.uk | www.10pbg.co.uk
Yeovil Chamber of Commerce
T: 01935 804999 | E: secretary@yeovilchamber.org
www.yeovilchamber.org

Thank you
to all our clients
for your support
during 2021.

Grab a copy of our
new insights bulletin
Packed with fresh ideas, technical
expertise, features on smart
technology & the very best printers
& photocopiers on the market.
Call 01278 723784 or email
sales@sdsltd.uk.com today
& request your free copy.

APPROVED
APPROVED
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SERVICE ACCREDITATION
ACCREDITATION

SDS Limited
Units 3-4
Suprema Industrial Estate,
Edington, Somerset TA7 9LF
www.sdsltd.uk.com
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Disclaimer
The views expressed in this magazine are
not necessarily those of the Chamber. This
publication (or any part thereof) may not be
reproduced, transmitted or stored in print or
electronic format (including, but not limited
to, any online service, any database or any
part of the internet), or in any other format
in any media whatsoever, without the
prior written permission of the publisher.
Although every effort is made to ensure
the accuracy of information contained in
the magazine, Somerset Chamber do not
accept any responsibility for any omissions
or inaccuracies it contains.
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FIRST
WORD
It’s been a busy time for Somerset Chamber and it’s been great to see so
many members attending our in-person events. We held our AGM at the
end of November and I’m delighted to announce we have appointed Emma
Rawlings as our new Executive Director. You can find out more about Emma
and the AGM on page 15. Emma will be meeting as many of you as she can at
events in the coming months and I’m sure you’ll join me in welcoming her to
the Chamber network and team.

Get in touch
Marketing and PR

Incredibly, the deadline has already crept up on us for entries to the Somerset
Business Awards 2022. A big thank you to all our judges and sponsors and
to everyone who took the time to put an entry together – we wish you all the
very best of luck! The judges will be drawing-up their shortlists in the coming
weeks with visits to those who are shortlisted taking place between December
17, 2021 and January 28, 2022.

Annelise Cowie

We know conditions remain extremely challenging for many businesses at the
moment and soaring energy prices, recruitment and supply chain difficulties, plus
rising inflation is all adding to the pressures many of our members are facing.

Membership

The Chamber network is continuing to lobby the Government for action to
ensure the economy remains on the road to recovery - and we know making
sure the next generation of workers has the right qualifications is vital to
bridge some of those gaps, which is why this edition’s feature focuses on skills
and training. Details on pages 6-11.

Member Engagement and Policy Manager
M: 07872 063039
E: jenn.c.sanders@somerset-chamber.co.uk

Our members in the media, marketing and PR sectors share some top tips into
their industry in our sector focus on pages 16-20, while there are some great
news stories from both our business partners on pages 12-14 and members on
pages 30-36, including a healthy tally of award winners!

PR & Communications Executive
T: 01823 444924 | M: 07702 537630
E: annelise.cowie@somerset-chamber.co.uk

Jenn Chidley-Sanders

Alistair Tudor

Operations Manager
T: 01823 444924 | M: 07912 054195
E: alistair.tudor@somerset-chamber.co.uk

And if you attended one of our events in the last few weeks, then have a look
at our photo galleries on pages 22-24.

Events

We hope you enjoy this edition of Somerset Voice and may I be one of the
first to wish you all a very happy Christmas and prosperous New Year!

Sallie Barnes

Alistair Tudor
OPERATIONS MANAGER

OUR BUSINESS PARTNERS
Contact us to find out what benefits
Somerset Chamber Business Partners receive.
T: 01823 444924 E: membership@somerset-chamber.co.uk

Marketing and Events Co-ordinator
T: 01823 444924 | M: 07706 360398
E: sallie.barnes@somerset-chamber.co.uk

Hinkley Supply Chain

Natalie Beacham

Project Lead - Hinkley Supply Chain
T: 01823 443425 | M: 07519 116916
E: natalie.beacham@hinkleysupplychain.co.uk

Alan Windsor

Information Manager
T: 01823 443425
E: alan.windsor@hinkleysupplychain.co.uk

General Enquiries

Alistair Tudor

Operations Manager
T: 01823 444924 | M: 07912 054195
E: alistair.tudor@somerset-chamber.co.uk
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FEATURE: SKILLS AND TRAINING
There has never been a more important time for businesses to ensure their staff have the right skills for the task at-hand in
today’s challenging economic climate. Making sure employees are properly trained not only boosts business productivity,
but it also improves staff morale and shows that as an employer, you value for workforce and are prepared to invest in
them. Here, Chamber members explain what they have done or what they can do to upskill Somerset’s workers.

Atlas Safety
Management Ltd
An online search for “online health
and safety courses” will produce
thousands of results, but how can
you tell if they’re any good?
Finding the right provider is vitally
important when choosing any
training or external advice. So we’ve
suggested a few things to help you
assess whether an online course
provider is suitable.
It’s essential that the course is
accredited by a professional, and or,
governing body. Accreditation gives
you peace of mind that the content
is compliant, fit for purpose and
up-to-date.

Somerset Skills &
Learning (SS&L)
It’s never been more important to
invest in your workforce, developing
your current staff and offering
opportunities for future talent. That’s
where Somerset Skills & Learning
(SS&L) comes in!
SS&L are experts in supporting
employers across Somerset
by providing staff training and

A major benefit of using online
health and safety courses is the
flexibility they offer in terms of
time and location. The best online
courses give candidates the option
of completing it at their own pace,
and include the ability to pause the
training and returning to it later.
Good online health and safety
training should deliver content
in an engaging and informative
way, otherwise you run the risk of
candidates switching off from the
course content.
Incorporating online courses
in a health and safety training
programme can deliver superb
results. However, they can have
limitations for some topics.
That’s why Atlas recommend a

combination of online and offline
training, giving you the best of both
worlds.
Atlas Safety Management provided
specialised, accredited online and
physical health and safety training
courses that develop staff skills,
generate peace of mind and create
a safer workplace environment.
Our new training bundles provide
businesses with cost effective online
training. Visit our website to find out
more: www.atlas-sm.co.uk or call
01823 299580.

development. They understand
how important it is to grow staff
skills, creating a loyal and driven
workforce. Your business will benefit
from making your staff feel valued,
improving motivation, morale and
productivity.
Not only does SS&L specialise in
upskilling your current employees,
they also find businesses fresh talent
in the shape of apprentices, with their
free recruitment service. This year
they’ve seen a record 50% increase in
apprentices starting in September!
And if businesses need any more
incentives, the government has
extended apprenticeship funding, so
employers can receive up to £4000
for new apprentices hired before the
end of January 2022.
Employers can also give a young
person a helping hand to get
their career started by offering

pre-apprenticeship work experience
placements and receive £1000
funding incentive in the process.
Plus, SS&L is growing, with their new
centre in Shepton Mallet joining their
other centres in Taunton, Bridgwater,
Yeovil and Frome. They also continue
to offer online and distance learning.
Want to learn more about training
and development or hiring new
talent? Call SS&L on 0330 332 7997,
email enquiries@sslcourses.co.uk
or start a live chat on their website
at www.sslcourses.co.uk to find out
how they can help you support and
develop your workforce.

FEATURE

Somerset Activity & Sports
Partnership (SASP)
During the COVID-19 pandemic huge amounts of the
sport and physical activity workforce had to find work
outside of the sector. Now support is being offered to
50,000 sports coaches, volunteers, fitness professionals
and group exercise instructors to help them remain in or
return to the sport and physical activity workforce.
Funded by Sport England and delivered by CIMSPA
alongside UK Coaching and EMD UK, ReTrain to ReTain
will also provide additional skills, funding, and support
for up to 5,000 self-employed professionals and microbusinesses and will work with up to 500 sector employers
to address skills shortages and fund essential training.

Barclays

7

Laura Carter, Somerset Activity & Sports Partnership
(SASP) Workforce Manager, said: “This is a fantastic
opportunity for the sport and physical activity workforce
in Somerset to access some great resources, supporting
them to continue to play a vital role in getting more
people physically active.”
ReTrain to ReTain supports applications via a dedicated
website - retrain.cimspa.co.uk - where visitors will be able
to access a range of free resources and benefits:
•

A range of career boosting resources, webinars
and class delivery tools

•

Learning opportunities and products

•

Access to member benefits supplied by CIMSPA

•

Training and resources from UK Coaching,
for sports coaches

•

Subscription to UK Coaching Club

•

The CIMSPA digital marketing hub, to improve
digital marketing skills

•

A job matching service to help people gain
employment with CIMSPA employer partners

•

Access to training and qualifications based on
individual needs

digital channels had become a key
component in their workplace.

Barclays LifeSkills joined forces with
the British Chambers of Commerce
to tackle questions around the
workforce challenges faced by
businesses post pandemic and the
need for employers to be ready
to adapt their training priorities in
order to help the next generation of
school-leavers enter the workforce
in a markedly changed, and still
changing, workplace.

In terms of attracting new talent
digitally, businesses found on-line
recruitment processes had worked
well and had given them access to
a much larger pool of candidates.
Kirstie Mackey, Head of Barclays
LifeSkills, said it was vital for the
recovery of the economy that
everyone had access to the skills
they need to thrive.

As part of their research, they held a
series of roundtable to find out how
employers had adapted to online
working and heard how introducing
effective communication across new

“Our Barclays LifeSkills programme
has supported 12.4 million people so
far to access the skills and support
they need, whether preparing for a
first job, progressing in their career,
or even starting their own business.

“Recognising the need for the
same support for businesses to
help the next generation, LifeSkills
developed new resources to equip
businesses and their employees with
the support they need to adjust to
a rapidly changing working world,
whilst rebuilding their confidence.
“We launched a new digital
business hub, alongside our other
content which supports families
and teachers, to specifically help
businesses with all kinds of practical
advice, from managing finances to
health and wellbeing tips.”
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FEATURE

ibis Bridgwater
At ibis Bridgwater we are very
pleased to have two members of the
team studying for apprenticeships
with Bridgwater and Taunton College.
Holly (pictured) is 17-years-old and
just starting out in her career and
initially joined ibis Bridgwater as a
kitchen porter. Holly demonstrated
a passion for becoming a chef and
now a few months on Holly is an
apprentice Comis Chef Level Two
under the watchful supervision of
Head Chef, Kane Edwards and Sous
Chef, Kerry Yianni.
Less typical is Lucaz Kujawa who at
39-years-old demonstrates that we
can all still learn and fine tune our

skills by enrolling in the Hospitality
Supervisor Apprenticeship Level 3.
It’s been a difficult time for the
hospitality industry, and now is the
time to bounce back and support
individuals that want to forge a
career in this rewarding, energetic
and fast-paced environment.
Investing in our team is a great way to
contribute to the overall hotel’s success
and continuing to improve customer
service, guest and staff satisfaction.

Heart of the South West LEP
Train4Tomorrow is a Government-funded training
programme, which offers adults across the South West
access to free training courses.
The courses are designed by industry to meet regional
skills gaps in digital and technical sectors. Delivered by
professional training providers, the course includes digital
marketing, cyber security, web development and more.
When lockdown began in March 2020, many people
experienced a dramatic change in their circumstances.
As a result of the pandemic, self-employed marketeer,

Caroline Lewis
saw her regular
freelance work
disappear.
However, as
some industries
suffered, others
flourished and Caroline applied for a job packing food
hampers. While working at the company, Caroline came
across the Train4Tomorrow digital marketing course and
welcomed the chance to learn some new skills.
Since completing a digital marketing course, Caroline
is using her new skills to write company blogs, email
campaigns and social media posts and is continuing to
learn about more technical sides of digital marketing
including search engine optimisation (SEO).
Caroline said: “I would definitely recommend the
Train4Tomorrow adult learning courses. The Digital
Marketing course I took part in has given me the confidence
to broaden my horizons, keep learning and landed me a
great job!”
The Train4Tomorrow bootcamps are aimed at learners
aged 19+ who are employed or self-employed, career
returners or those who have been unemployed for
less than 12 months and looking to upskill or re-train,
giving adults in the South West the chance to invest in
themselves for free. More information is available online
at www.train4tomorrow.org.uk.

FEATURE
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New Leaf Workplace Wellbeing
A healthy workplace is one where employees and
managers work together to protect and promote their
health, safety and wellbeing and the sustainability of the
business, stated by the World Health Organisation. This is
what we work towards with our delivery of mental health
first aid training and mental health awareness courses.
Our training is grounded in research and rigorously
tested, our courses are developed with input from clinical
experts and those with lived experience of mental health
issues. The training helps meet the recommended core
standards for a healthy workplace as set out for all
employers in the Government’s Thriving at Work report.
We have trained 339 mental health first aiders and 239
on the mental health awareness course. We have also
trained 69 on the mental health for line managers CPD
course. It’s been so important to invest in this training
for many local companies as our outcome study showed

that 91% reported an overall positive workplace impact
and 73% noted a change in workplace culture with more
understanding towards an employee with mental ill-health.
During 2022 we will be offering some free places on a
range of mental health courses for SMEs in Somerset.
We have all had such a tough time recently, if we can
make mental health and wellbeing a priority then all our
employees are working from their best self. Becky Wright,
New Leaf Workplace Wellbeing, www.newleaf.uk.com.

Enlightened Business
Are you struggling to attract and
retain your people? Yes, there are
many factors – but if you’re a leader
who your people want to work for
because you enable them to be
their best, you’ve got a much better
chance of retaining them. Research
shows that if your people trust you
to have their best interests at heart
they are far more likely to give
more to you, their job and to the
organisation.
So how can you become the kind
of leader that others want to be
the best of themselves for? This is
a fundamentally different question
to ‘how do I motivate my people
to get more out of them?’ The
first is leadership, the second is
management. The key is where you

are putting your time and attention.
Are you focusing more on the
results that you need to achieve, or
on your people?
As an Associate of Legitimate
Leadership, I’ve been helping
leaders across the SW recognise
that it’s not about using sticks
and carrots to motivate people,

it’s about demonstrating genuine
care and growing them to be the
best they can be. Clients include
Babcock, Devonport, CETSAT and
Perspicuity. Plus there’s an audit
that shows you how your people
currently perceive you.
Do you want leaders in your
organisation to inspire and enable the
best in people? Your people will give
you their trust and loyalty, increased
contribution and accountability in
return – the holy grail of leadership.
joolz@joolzlewis.co.uk or call
07748 113538.
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Bradfords
Bradfords recognises that having a
number of training and development
opportunities is a key part of our
aim to ‘Grow Our Own’. This helps
to ensure we build succession plans
and attract and retain key people.
To have great teams across our
branch network we have to train and
develop those people.
This starts with our apprenticeship
programme which covers all areas
of our business and started in 2017.
During COVID, we have continued
to maximise our apprentice levy,
recruiting entry level apprentices and
upskilling our teams. This has included

enrolling 11 employees on the Level 5
Operations Manager Apprenticeship
and 10 people on the Level 4
apprentice standard, Sales Executive.
Our FastTrack development
programme, supporting potential
future managers also continued. To
support our teams, we ran a series of
mental health awareness workshops
and menopause workshops to
equip staff and managers with
knowledge and understanding to
support colleagues who are facing
challenges. We also continue to
deliver our people management
training workshops, moving from
face-to-face to virtual training and
encouraging interactive participation

C2 Safety
C2 Safety’s philosophy as a company is to be
committed to the service of our customers and strive
to accommodate their needs, whatever the situation, as
much as possible and in a sustainable way.
From this sentiment came the desire to not only offer
services in person but digitally, as well. Our training
services offer a comprehensive range of cost-effective
solutions to safety compliance to businesses across
Somerset and beyond. C2 Safety offers a plethora of
accredited online safety training courses that are available
to anyone (www.c2safety.co.uk/online-training).
Additionally, free online training is available for all C2
customers and has been designed from the information
and guidance given by health and safety advisors. The
free online training has been written, recorded, and
produced in house by the C2 team and is managed

Somerset Design Studio

to ensure those attending get the
most out of it.
It has been a challenge, we have
learnt a huge amount about how we
develop our teams and surprised
ourselves at how quickly we have
adapted and embraced new learning
methods. We recognise the skills
shortages and how it impacts us
and know that all training (faceto-face and virtual) must continue
to adapt and evolve across our
business if we want to continue to
have great teams.

through a company
owned website.
Customers simply email
one of the safety training
associates their name and email address and from that a
safety training account can be created. These associates
are also always readily available at any time to offer any
technical support and answer questions.
The highly effective system makes the online training
easy to access and understand in order to help a broader
audience learn essential health and safety procedures.
The courses are led by our own Safety Advisors and cover
topics ranging from working at height to manual handling
techniques to construction site induction.
We are currently in the process of producing and adding
additional training courses as well. For more information:
info@c2safety.co.uk.

•

Make animated social media
templates
Make videos
Making charts, presentations
and much more

We have recently launched a training arm to the business
to teach clients how to use Canva effectively to design
for their business in-house.

•
•

The sessions include:

The training can be delivered to a team or on a one-to-one
basis. We can also tailor these elements to your business if
there is something specific you require we cover.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to use Canva effectively for your business
Create a brand pallete, including colour palette, fonts
and logos etc using your brand guidelines or style guide
Learning key design principles
How to use templates
Uploading imagery and image requirements
Cropping imagery, proportions and sizes
Resizing your artwork
Manipulating text

Canva is perfect for learning how to create social media
graphics and other marketing materials such as videos,
web banners, printed materials, presentations, postcards
and much more!
More information is available by emailing
info@somersetdesignstudio.com.

FEATURE
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Skills Support for the
Workforce (SSW)
Small and medium sized enterprises
can take advantage of free training
in a range of areas to upskill their
workforce and drive growth,
including manufacturing, coaching
and mentoring, leadership and
management, IT and digital skills.
These training courses are delivered
as part of the Skills Support for the
Workforce (SSW) programme. Eligible
businesses can benefit from:
•

Training needs analysis – identify the skills your
employees need to support your business ambitions

•

Flexible training – pick full qualifications or mix and
match individual modules to suit your business

•

On-the-job vocational training - meet business needs
through taught learning, workplace assessment,
distance learning and online learning

•

Learning pathways for your employees - enable
progression within your organisation onto higher level
qualifications or apprenticeships

•

Recognised accredited qualifications and training
courses to enhance skills

Ethical Sales Pro
Customer service is a term that
is constantly banded around in
all organisations and is normally
measured by continuously sending
patrons of the organisation a
survey. However, there are two
very clear measures of whether
your organisation provides
excellent customer service. They
are measures that I have used
to guide the businesses I led to
regularly finish in the top 10 of
their respective brands. Yet, many
organisations don’t even record
these measures!
The first measure is repeat
customers. The saying “people

Timber merchant Timbersource Ltd was referred to SSW
to get the support they needed to ensure they had the
skills and abilities available in their workforce to maximise
productivity. Following a training needs analysis, two
employees undertook the Level 3 Award in Leadership
and Management.
SSW is co-financed by the European Social Fund (ESF) and
the Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA), which
means you can access this wide range of training at no
cost to your business. SSW has a well-established network
of expert training providers who deliver the range of fully
funded training courses and accredited qualifications.
To find out if your business is eligible for this programme,
visit https://www.serco-ese.com/skills-support-forthe-workforce/ or contact Kirsty Mottram, Partnership
Coordinator, at skillssupport@serco.com.

vote with their feet” rings true
when it comes to customer service.
While great marketing and sales
presentations may secure your first
customer, that customer will only
come back and purchase from you
again and again if they experience
personal and attentive aftersales
care from your organisation.
The second measure is referrals.
While a survey may ask you to score,
on a scale of one to 10, whether
you would recommend their
organisation, these scores mean
nothing. What counts is whether
you inspire enough confidence and
trust in your customers for them to
actually recommend you to their
friends and family.

At Ethical Sales Pro I coach you
in the skills and applications to
deliver customer service that sets
you apart from your competitors. I
enable strategies to be translated
into everyday steps that customerfacing staff can enact, so turning
best practice into actual practice.
Customer service that is owned
throughout the organisation will
create loyal customers who happily
send more customers your way!
Stuart Martin, Ethical Sales Pro
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BUSINESS PARTNER NEWS
Somerset County Cricket Club wins prestigious broadcasting award
Somerset County Cricket Club (SCCC) fought-off
competition from Gary Neville, Chelsea FC, the Premier
League and the ATP to be named YouTube Channel of the
Year at the 2021 Broadcast Sport Awards.
The annual event is a celebration of the outstanding sports
production and sports broadcast achievements of the year
and brings together the leading lights of UK sports television.
The SCCC YouTube channel has amassed over 152,000
subscribers, and throughout lockdown the club utilised the
YouTube Live platform to live stream matches that were
played behind closed doors in order to deliver community
engagement.
Following this success, SCCC CEO Gordon Hollins, said: “It’s
wonderful that our club has managed to put a smile on the
faces of so many members and supporters during such a
challenging period. Brilliantly led by our Digital Marketing and
Communications Executive Ben Warren, we’ve had a team of
people who have worked their socks off to make this happen,
and we are exceptionally proud of everyone involved.”
Commercial Director, Caroline Herbert, added: “This is
outstanding recognition for the hard work and effort that our
media team demonstrate every single day. Our digital output
has been exceptional over the last few years and it’s only
right that those responsible should receive credit.
“The output on our YouTube channel is engaging and
diverse, and the livestream of our matchdays has been a real

gamechanger. Initially designed to bring the live action to our
Members and supporters during the COVID-19 pandemic, the
livestream has grown organically into a trailblazing, professional
and high-quality broadcast that is the envy of its peers.
“Our loyal, dedicated and engaged audience is growing by
the day and we were the first county cricket club to receive a
YouTube silver play button for passing 100,000 subscribers.
The channel has helped us to discover, reach and create new
audiences of cricket lovers whilst also providing a variety of
different content formats designed to satisfy a wide range of
appetites and age groups.”

Truespeed survey reveals internet use - and ongoing broadband frustration
Adults living in the South West will spend on average the
equivalent of more than four years of their lives streaming
TV shows and films online and just over three years on video
calls for work, a study has found.
A typical adult will also spend two years of their lives online
shopping and a further three years on social media.
Streaming music accounts for another three years – the
equivalent of 52 minutes a day – while checking emails
amounts to a total of two years and four months over the
average adult lifetime.
As a result, the national poll of 2,000 adults found 73 per
cent consider the internet to be part of their daily life. And
49 per cent couldn’t imagine going a whole day without it.
Evan Wienburg, CEO of Bath-based Truespeed, the ultrafast
full fibre broadband provider, which commissioned the study,
said: “It’s incredible to see how our internet time adds up
when you consider all the different activities we use it for.
“The internet has become so ingrained in our day-to-day
lives, that many of us don’t realise just how much we rely on
it. It has become almost impossible to function without it.”

The study found that adults in the South West region are
logging onto the internet at least four times a day to check
their emails and social media.
It also emerged that 45 per cent are already online by 8am
on an average day, while 20 per cent don’t log off until after
11pm. And 55 per cent believe they will only become more
reliant on the internet over the next few years.
But despite the heavy reliance on the world wide web, only
around a third of adults in the South West (33 per cent) have
very reliable broadband.
Evan added: “In this internet age, we can get most things in
an instant without really having to think about it.
“To keep pace with people’s internet expectations, which
are only going to continue to rise, we need to ensure our
broadband is reliable and up to the job for our internet lifetime.”
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Work underway on new Digital Innovation Centre at Firepool
A ground-breaking ceremony has heralded the start of
construction of a ground-breaking project for Somerset.
The £11m Digital Innovation Centre, to be developed by
Somerset County Council on Somerset West and Taunton
Council’s Firepool regeneration site in Taunton, will build on
local strengths in the digital sector and form a key part of
plans for recovery and transformation of Somerset’s economy,
including the creation of high-quality jobs.
The new 2,613 square-metre building will provide modern
office, workshop, collaboration, and meeting space over four
floors, as well as specialist innovation support services targeted
at digital economy businesses.
The centre will meet the demand for an innovation centre
for the local digital economy and for high-quality managed
offices/workspace for local, home-grown start-ups and small
and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), while attracting new
businesses and inward investment. Through the centre, SMEs
will benefit from dedicated innovation support to help grow
their business and bring new products and services to market.
Somerset County Council part-funded the project and has
secured significant contributions from the UK Government’s
Getting Building Fund (via the Heart of the South West
Local Enterprise Partnership) and the European Regional
Development Fund. Further contributions have come from
Somerset’s Business Rates Retention Fund and Somerset West
and Taunton Council (SWT).
Cllr David Hall, Somerset County Council Cabinet member
for Economic Development, Planning and Community
Infrastructure, said: “I am delighted to join our partners in
marking such an important milestone as we move forward with

From left to right are: Cllr Marcus Kravis, of Somerset West and Taunton
Council, Cllr David Fothergill, Leader Somerset County Council, Pat
Flaherty, Chief Executive of Somerset County Council,, Cllr David Hall of
Somerset County Council, Karl Tucker, of the Heart of the South West
Local Enterprise Partnership and Rob Woolcock, of Willmott Dixon.

the new Digital Innovation Centre in Taunton.
“This scheme will help Somerset meet the demand for topquality business accommodation for digital businesses in
Somerset. It will see a number of highly-skilled jobs created and
contribute to improving economic productivity and prosperity
in Somerset.”
Somerset County Council is working closely with Somerset
West and Taunton Council on the project, and it is hoped the
new Digital Innovation Centre will be a hub for Somerset’s
growing digital economy.

New partner strengthens Albert Goodman’s Taunton tax team
Chartered accountancy firm Albert Goodman has appointed
Anne Gardner-Thorpe has as a Tax Partner, based in their
Taunton headquarters, to bolster the firm’s private client
expertise across the South West.
Anne brings a wealth of experience with her in both the
corporate and private client sectors, most recently in the
private client tax field at BDO, advising on all income tax, CGT
and IHT/estate planning matters, both on and offshore.
Working in some of the top 10 UK firms – including Smith &
Williamson, Deloitte and Monahans - and an ex-HMRC tax
inspector, Anne holds both the STEP (Society of Trust and
Estate Practitioners) Diploma in Trusts & Estates, as well as the
Chartered Tax Advisor (CTA) qualification.
Anne will join Albert Goodman’s well-established tax team,
working alongside current tax partners, Tracey Watts and
Dominic Crilly.
Anne said: “I’m thrilled to join such a friendly and reputable
chartered accountancy firm in a region that boasts such a
vibrant and exciting business community. My expertise lends
itself to navigating clients through their tax challenges, which
can often be perceived as a minefield. If I can help take the

burden off business owners, this will allow them to achieve
greater success that much quicker.”
Richard Bugler, Managing Partner at Albert Goodman, added,
“We are delighted Anne is joining Albert Goodman as a partner
and we recognise finding someone of her calibre is quite an
achievement. Anne’s appointment will further strengthen our
growing team and add weight to our advisory capability. We
take great pleasure in welcoming Anne to Albert Goodman and
we are eager to introduce her to our clients so they can benefit
from her tax knowledge and experience.”
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Double award success for WPA
Somerset-based health insurer, WPA
has won more prestigious awards – the
team won the
Best Health Cash Plan Provider at the
national Moneyfacts Investment Life and
Pensions Awards and Best Customer
Service Delivery at the 2021 UK Health
and Protection Awards.
It was the third year in a row that WPA
was named the best cash plan provider
beating other finalists including Aviva,

Charlie MacEwan, WPA’s Corporate
Communications Director, with the trophy
for Best Health Cash Plan Provider.

BUPA. A company spokesman said
the award was recognition for WPA’s
strategy to extend healthcare benefits
to the broader workforce, placing
their customers ahead of others in the
recruitment pool to attract and retain
the best staff.
Chief Executive, Nathan Irwin, said: “The
Best Health Care Provider Award is
deserved recognition of the WPA team
who have done so well looking after our
customers in challenging times. It adds
to WPA’s list of wins over the last 12
months including Employer of the Year
at the Somerset Business Awards”.

Mark Southern, WPA’s Executive Director
of Sales and Marketing, is shown (centre)
collecting the Best Customer Service Delivery
award from comedian Dara Ó Briain (right).

“It confirms our reputation for treating
our customers as we would wish to
be treated ourselves and is brilliant
recognition for our hardworking and
committed team, based in Somerset.”

He said winning the Best Customer
Service Delivery award was testament
to WPA’s customer focussed approach
and the company’s dedicated and
compassionate team.

With a heritage dating back to 1901,
the WPA team looks after 300,000
corporate and retail customers helping
them fund their healthcare from
their offices on Taunton’s Blackbrook
Business Park.

He added: “This is a particularly
prestigious award as it is voted for
exclusively by the independent
intermediaries and brokers who work
with all of the UK’s health insurers.

WPA offers the full spectrum of health
insurance ranging from cash plans to
cover essential needs such as dental and
optical costs through to bespoke fully
comprehensive cover.

We’re serious about
health insurance.

Health Insurance
Provider of the Year

The highest rated
UK Health Insurer

We don’t do gimmicks or meaningless
incentives. Just health insurance for
individuals, families and businesses
of all sizes, delivered with care and
expertise from our office in Taunton.

0800 783 3 783
wpa.org.uk
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CHAMBER NEWS
New Executive Director and
Directors join Somerset Chamber
Ensuring Somerset is the place to do business and start new
companies are among the key objectives of new Somerset
Chamber of Commerce Executive Director, Emma Rawlings.
Emma, whose appointment was announced at the Chamber’s
AGM on November 24, said she was delighted and excited
to be leading the team into the future and ensuring the
Chamber remained the voice of business in the county.
She said: “I am delighted to have accepted the position of
Executive Director with Somerset Chamber of Commerce.
In my previous organisations I was on the other side of the
fence as a Chamber member and greatly benefited from the
networking opportunities and the support that was put our
way via the Chamber.
“I now have the privilege of being on the other side and
leading the Chamber as the voice of business in Somerset
- I really can’t wait to get stuck in!”
Emma, who officially took up the role on December 1, joins
the Chamber from her role as Chief Executive of charity,
Swindon Domestic Abuse Support Services. She will also
be a familiar face to many Chamber members as a former
director at the Ammerdown Centre, in Radstock.
“I bring a wealth of management and visionary leadership
to the Chamber from a comprehensive background in retail
management, further education, in business – my husband
and I ran our own business for about 15 years – and more
recently I’ve been heavily involved in the charity sector.
“The continued support of members is really appreciated
and I am really excited about working with you in the future
and getting to know you and your businesses a lot better
and really listening to you. I will take on board what you say
and we will make a difference. I want to really help Somerset
to be the place to come, the place to settle and the place to
start and run your business,” Emma said.
She said the Chamber’s healthy statement of accounts was
testament to the ongoing support of members and the hard
work of the Chamber team.
Graeme Crosbie, Chairman of the Chamber’s Board of
Directors, said the Chamber was in a strong position and

Nick Farrant, Finance Director of the Chamber’s Board of Directors.

Chamber Executive Director Emma Rawlings (centre) with Board
Vice-Chairman Emma Warren and Chairman Graeme Crosbie.

had been able to give businesses the help and support they
needed throughout the pandemic.
“Membership numbers have remained remarkably resilient,
events were massively supported and the value the Chamber
was able to give to members and the business community
has continued to grow and strengthen.
“However, supply chain issues around materials, services,
labour and skills remain acute. The Chamber will continue
to listen and amplify the concerns of Somerset businesses.
We will make sure Somerset is well positioned to get more
than its fair share of the opportunities that are to come, both
economically and commercially.
“The Chamber already recognises the hot topics that are out
there – like skills and the road to net-zero – they are here for
the long-term and the Chamber will be front and centre as
an organisation that will be able to help businesses navigate
through this,” Graeme said.
During the AGM, which was sponsored by Begbies Traynor,
two new directors were co-opted to the board – Dave Crew,
Head of Business Growth and Employer Partnership at
Weston College and Leona McDonald, Commercial Director
of Marston Foods, Frome – while Graeme was returned as
Chairman for another three years. Emma Warren remains
Vice-Chairman and Nick Farrant, Finance Director.
Ten-year membership certificates were also presented to
long-standing members AMS Nuclear Engineering, A&R
Contracting Ltd’ Barclays Bank, Bright* Production Services,
Bristol International Airport, Dillington House, Eloquent
Technologies, Handelsbanken, Leonardo MW Ltd, Lewis
Brown Ltd, Monks Yard Ltd, PKF Francis Clark, Plantforce,
Scan Film or Store Ltd, Young Somerset, Wessex Commercial
Solutions Ltd, West Somerset Railway and Yeovil Town FC.
Attendees were told the Chamber had organised 220 online
events since April 2020 which were attended by over 4,000
people. Some 17 in-person events had been held since
September this year and attended by more than 450 people
– with the biggest single event, the Somerset Business
Awards 2022 due to take place in Weston-super-Mare on
March 11, 2022.
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FOCUS
Media, marketing and PR

ADPR
ADPR devises and delivers smart, creative and tactical
communications campaigns that really reach and
engage target audiences. Our expertise and experience
encompasses a wide range of industry sectors including
health, wellness, outdoor, marine, leisure, food and drink,
professional services and business to business.
Whether you need to launch a new product, revitalise or
change perceptions of an existing brand or product, or
protect your reputation in a crisis, you can rely on ADPR
to deliver top-class results.
ADPR was established in 1991 and over the past 30
years has developed an unbeatable reputation for
creating effective and measurable communications
activity. Working for a range of clients from start-ups to
international blue-chip organisations, we achieve results
which deliver real business value.
We use strategic communications to help our clients
reach their business objectives. This can be through
media relations, events, corporate communications,
internal communications, digital and social media.
Product launches, awards, events, exhibitions,

Cognique
From micros and start-ups, to SMEs
and international corporates, many
businesses understand the power of
marketing and the significant return
on investment it can bring.
However, for a marketing strategy
to be successful it needs time and
careful planning – it’s got to be
targeted, joined-up and consistent
in its delivery.
Know your market - before you start
planning any marketing strategy,
spend some time understanding
your business, its goals for the

company news, interviews and features all enable us to
communicate effectively to your customers, employees
and other important stakeholders.
We take the time to fully understand a client’s business
goals, agreeing key success factors, the results required
and budgets available. With measurable and deliverable
results uppermost in our minds, we use our creativity,
expertise and dedication to ensure those results are not
only met, but exceeded.
That’s why we’ve been employed by Helly Hansen,
Garmin, Glasses Direct, Claims Consortium Group,
Clarks Village and Wookey Hole to name just a few of
our clients.

future and ask yourself the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

What’s your business USP?
Who are your competitors (and
how are you different)?
What products or services do
you sell / offer?
Who are your customers?
What do you want from your
marketing?

Calculating a return on investment
may, at first glance, be simple (gross
profit from marketing activity /
marketing spend for ex.). However,
you’ll get a truer picture of spend
vs return if you use different
metrics to measure your marketing

effectiveness, such as the number
of new business enquiries, the
value of increased sales or more
engagement with original content
(time on website page / number of
social shares etc.).
If you’d like measurable results from
your marketing activity Cognique
can help. We offer an outsourced,
fully integrated and managed
marketing service that’s designed
to maximise marketing spend and
generate a real RoI. For details please
visit https://www.cognique.co.uk/
or call 01749 678721.
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Compass Video
When did your business last have
a video produced? What prevents
you from making more? Video is the
most important thing in marketing
right now and you will be missing
out without a video presence.
Your customers are sharing
content on social platforms such
as WhatsApp. An individual
might see your video that has
been shared in a group, that was
reposted from another group with a
recommendation.

A large barrier to video creation
for businesses is budgets. Training
is the solution, upskill your staff
to create video content using a
variety of tools you already have.
Smartphones, webcams, DSLR
cameras can all be used to create
quality, engaging video content.
Open-source software is freely
available to edit your video content
into professional looking videos,
you only need to be taught how
to use the software. Upskilling
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your teams with the skills to create
engaging content can be a huge
team motivational lift as well, as
content creation is FUN! That’s why
we do it, we are also happy to train
people as well. What’s more, if you’re
a Chamber member you can get a
discount too, that’s nice of us!
Let’s have a chat about your
video requirements – email:
info@compass-video.com.

From viewing your video they
might decide to make a purchase,
hire a service or sign up for an
event. During the sales cycle, your
customer did not contact, Google
or visit the website of your business.
Do not miss out on potential
customers, start creating video
content.

Impact Design &
Marketing
For us, creating an Impact started
back in the late 80s with a bunch
of designers, including Impact’s MD
Rich Oliver, who preferred the West
Country to the West End! Impact
Design & Marketing was established
in Taunton over 30 years ago with
the mantra, ‘Can Do, Will Do’ – a
sentiment that still rings true today.
We’re a service-led business and it
runs through our DNA.
Today Impact has become a leading
multi-disciplined consultancy,
providing a wide range of marketing
and design services, creating both
offline and online communications.
We remain proudly independent
and have a long-established team
of like-minded people, a great

reputation, and enviable clients both
here in Somerset and further afield,
nationally and internationally.
As a team of 10, we pride ourselves
on being small but mighty,
extremely agile, and able to provide
the necessary flexibility and
affordability our customers require
in today’s marketplace. We’re
passionate about Somerset - not
only is it a point of difference on

how we market ourselves on the
global stage, it’s also our home.
We were proud to be a runner-up
in the Somerset Business Awards –
Medium Sized Business Of The Year
Award in 2021 and look forward to
continued success with our clients
in 2022.
If you’d like to know more
about Impact’s marketing and
communications services or would
like to discuss your company’s
marketing, we would be delighted
to hear from you. Please contact:
richard@impactdm.co.uk.
W Rich Oliver of Impact at a British
Superbike race round with the 2021
National Superstock Champion.
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JB Promotions
Public Relations also known as PR,
is a key management tool that can
help a company achieve its goals,
improve its image, and reach a large
audience in a cost-effective manner.
Enlisting a specialist PR company
can help maximise a business’s
opportunities as they have the
expertise and contacts to ensure
your company’s message is received
by the target audience.
PR can be both off-line, including
editorial in traditional media such
as magazines and newspapers, and
on-line where coverage is sought
on websites and by engaging social
media platforms and influencers.

A company’s image or product’s
credibility can be raised using
PR, as coverage is driven by real
opinions and reviews in an unbiased
way, using free media coverage to
stimulate awareness. Effective PR
can also help strengthen SEO by
featuring on popular websites and
media platforms.
With over half of the world’s
population using social media
platforms like Twitter, Facebook,
and Instagram, this is a place to
extend the reach of your target
audience and allow your business to
engage with your customers.
Although online coverage and
social media is a great benefit to
businesses, many do not bask in the
glory of positive media coverage for

long, as other aspects of the day job
demand more attention.
This is where PR companies like
JB Promotions can help, our
writing techniques, social media
skills and extensive contacts
can help your brand stay ahead
of the competition, visit
www.jbpromotions.co.uk for more
information or contact April Coate
on 07469237495 or via email:
April@jbpromotions.co.uk.

ORCHID
Once upon a time marketeers created all sorts of random yet
incredibly shareable content to increase website traffic. Nowadays
creating a successful digital PR strategy is all about being relevant.
By applying insights from proprietary data, open-source research and
creatively ‘newsjacking’ trends, digital PR is a way to create content
that journalists want to cover.
A key pillar in search engine optimisation, digital PR can involve
securing online coverage, driving customer reviews, increasing
website traffic, and gaining high quality links.

Simply Sig

So where should you start?
•

Be clear about what you want to achieve and set measurable
goals. Do you want to target the online sites your audience
loves to build credibility? Do you want to position your brand
as the ‘go to place’ to learn more about a topic?

•

Ask yourself, why should anyone make the effort to go to your
website? If you can generate insightful and shareable insights on
the topics people are searching for, your content or comment is
more likely to appear higher in their search engine results

•

Use Google Planner to discover what words and phrases are
being most used to find out about topics. You can then shape
your content to best fit what the most people are searching for

•

Analyse trends. We love SEMrush, Ask the Public and Google
Trends. What can you add to the discussion?

•

Review other brands’ campaigns. Why do you think their
story got the cut-through in a competitive and crowded
communications landscape?

To find out more, please contact Pippa Treavett, pippa@orchid.je.

Working in marketing is not like ‘Mad Men’.
The days of the Madison Ave mavericks
with their glitzy lifestyles funded by one
marvellous print campaign are all but gone.
In truth, the modern marketer is more a
combination of researcher and scientist with
a splash of creative nous. Our daily mission
is to find relevant data, formulate theories
based on evidence, create campaign and
then test, test, test.
Back in the 1960s, it was much easier. There
were only a few ways to reach your target
market: television, print and radio – the big
three. You knew that your campaign was a
success when product sales increased, and
people recognised your brand.
Today, we have as many ways to market as
we do products to sell, and these channels
are growing daily. The big three still exist,
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Peter Nutkins Photography
Most business owners know the basics of what
photography can do for them but understanding how
to approach photography as a part of your overall
marketing game plan requires the help of an experienced
professional photographer who is dedicated to
understanding your business offering and your customer
base.
We are all familiar with the slogan “A picture is worth a
thousand words”. Your images can be one of the most
powerful ways to define your brand identity and help
your customers identify with you. Images sell emotion
and personality as well as products and services.
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We empower
your business by
capturing the highest
quality images for you to use across all of your media.
Our services include headshots and business portraits,
commercial lifestyle photography, website imagery,
personal branding and event photography.
Our clients range from solopreneurs looking to define
their brand, all the way to national corporations looking
for consistently high-quality results.
We have recently moved to Somerset, and love working
locally. We also serve clients across the UK.

Whether you are looking to enhance the imagery on your
website, refresh your printed marketing materials, or
create your latest social media campaign, we provide you
with images that attract, engage and build rapport with
your audience.

To celebrate joining Somerset Chamber we are
offering members a 20% discount until the end of 2021.
There has never been a better time to take your image
seriously! Website - www.peternutkins.com; email peter@peternutkins.com; telephone - 07815 596 185.

Teapot
Creative Ltd

but they are being swiftly overshadowed by
digital mediums like social, PPC, affiliates,
influencer marketing and YouTube.
It’s a mind-boggling array of choice, each
with its own strengths and weaknesses. Each
with infinite potential as well as pitfalls. Our
job as marketers is to understand how each
channel works and apply them to our clients’
goals to create business growth.
Sometimes you win big. But more often, you
progress at a steady and consistent rate,
all the while striving to remain relevant in a
marketplace that changes faster than you can
blink. It’s a maddening, fascinating, sometimes
infuriating process that when done well, not
only creates moments of magic, but ultimately
drives client success. Contact Sarah Berry –
email sarah@simplysig.com, or telephone
07793 457718.

We all know that the world has become increasingly more
digitalised. We’ve seen a massive shift from high street stores to
online stores and not everyone was ready for it. At Teapot Creative
Ltd, we have a vast range of clients in a multitude of industry
sectors and with varying understandings of how their websites
function. We have a very ethical approach in the way that we try to
educate our clients and provide them with knowledge and not just
a solution to their technical problems.
By upskilling our clients, they can focus more on what matters
to them operationally as a business. Our training sessions are
designed to help businesses upskill their own staff and allow them
to work on their websites ‘in house’. It builds both confidence and
competency within organisations. As Sir Francis Bacon once said,
“knowledge itself is power”.
In our industry of digital marketing, algorithms, technology and
software are constantly evolving, so it’s incredibly important to
us that our own staff remain up to date in their specialist fields.
We have a flexible approach where we allow our staff members to
actively participate in training afternoons, attend conferences and
allow them the freedom to research.
Our colleagues are so passionate about what they do, that many of
them have the initiative to read up on relevant topics both during
and out of business hours. To us, it’s a simple formula - we help
each other in order to help our clients so everyone is a winner!
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Sonovision
Sonovision is a multi-award-winning
supplier of technical publications,
computer-based training, integrated
logistic support, graphic design,
animation and marketing services

services and solutions to our clients
and, as a service supplier, our
employees are the key to achieving
this.

Sonovision has a forwardthinking approach to learning and
development, our business objective
is to supply the very best products,

Our employees are encouraged
to research new technology and
trends, to explore new ideas and
request relevant training. This
knowledge management allows
us to be sure that we’re providing
the best training possible to our
employees, and as such supplying

Thoroughbred
Marketing

accurate, engaging content for the
target markets – for use across web,
print and socials.

We take our clients customers
on a journey. We educate about
products, services or events. We
combine traditional marketing
methods to deliver crafted messages
across industry, some with an
agricultural or equestrian twist.
Thoroughbred has diverse experience
of those wholesaling to distributors
internationally and selling direct to
consumers closer to home.

When we started back in 2004,
marketing felt a bit of a bold step
on which to build an agency, in
Somerset, in the initial years we built
a diverse knowledge of print (any
shape, size or material), creative
graphic design and sourcing all types
of corporate promotional products.
We are proud of our range of trade
suppliers, each in turn enable us
to distribute client messages over
multiple media, online and offline,
from one point of contact.

Gaining a thorough understanding
of the working of products and
industries we market, we write

Rob White of Evans and Pearce says
“Finally, a marketing company that

White Knight
Marketing

•
•
•
•

Launched in 2011, White Knight
Marketing is now celebrating
10 years of supporting SMEs
throughout the South West. In
that time the marketing services
delivered have evolved along with
customer needs, and White Knight
now delivers services which include:

“We offer a very flexible service to
clients, and they are free to come
and go as they please. We do not
tie businesses into long contracts;
they stay with us because they want
to,” said Pam Knight, the company’s
director.

•
•

Digital marketing
Search engine optimisation

the best service to our clients.
One area of key innovation has been
the development of virtual reality
training, which enables up to 20
users simultaneously to participate
in training together from anywhere
in the world.

is not just about big ideas and no
action. Projects completed to a high
standard and on time.”
As a business we’ve grown up. We
still work with some of our very
original clients 17 years later. We
keep learning and engaging with
connections for the benefit or our
clients’ businesses.
Our country-based offices near the
infamous Burrow Hill, have a stunning
panoramic view of the Somerset
Levels looking towards Curry Rivel,
Langport and Somerton.

Website development
Graphic design
Social media marketing
Copywriting

“We work with companies to deliver
what they really need to improve
their visibility and business. Every

client has different needs, and we
work alongside them to identify
those.”
Whether it is an ongoing
arrangement, a one-off event,
someone to hold your hand through
the next stage of your business
development - we will be honest
and help you truly assess your
needs.
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Thursday
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Online sector focus:
food and drink

January

This closed forum is specifically for
businesses operating in the food and
drink sector to share best practices and discuss any
issues they are currently experiencing. We will be joined
by sector expert Steve Ashworth from sponsor PKF
Francis Clark and award-winning chef Sam Salway, of
Chef’s Country Cuisine.
Sponsored by

Time:
Cost:

10am – 11am
free for members
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The business benefits
of carbon neutrality

9

February

This event will delve further into the
results of Somerset Chamber’s recent
QES which asked businesses about their readiness
for being carbon neutral and sustainable. Sophie
Parkhouse, Partner at Albert Goodman, will talk about
the many benefits for businesses to be carbon neutral.
Sophie also leads the Albert Goodman Streamlined
Energy and Carbon Reporting and SECR Energy Saving
Opportunity Scheme.
Time:
Cost:

8am – 10am at the
Albert Goodman Atrium
£12.50 plus VAT

Sponsored by

Tuesday
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Breakfast with
Somerset County
Council

January

Join us to find out more about
Somerset County Council’s plans for 2022, while
enjoying a full English breakfast and networking. Past
speakers have included Cllr David Hall, Somerset County
Council’s Cabinet Member for Economic Development,
Planning and Community Infrastructure and Cllr John
Woodman, Cabinet Member for Highways and Transport.
Time:
Cost:

10am at Taunton Racecourse
£18 plus VAT for members
and £25 plus VAT for
non-members

Sponsored by

Wednesday

Recruitment forum
with Clarke Willmott

February

Join us at the Holiday Inn for a
round-table discussion on the
pertinent employment issues for businesses, such
as recruitment problems, changes in the recruitment
market, contractual issues, staff monitoring during
remote working, reasonable expectations from
employees and the changing contents of a
competitive employment package.
Sponsored by

Time:
Cost:

10am – 12 noon
at the Holiday Inn, Taunton
£15.95 plus VAT for members

Thursday

3

First Thursday Club

Aimed at businesses in the
construction and property industry
February
this monthly meet will bring together
like-minded individuals for relaxed
networking over lunch. Hosted on the first Thursday of
each month, it’s an opportunity to meet new contacts
and share best practice. There will be a buffet lunch with
tea and coffee.
Time:

Cost:

12 noon – 2pm
at 37 Sports and
Social Club, Puriton
£15 plus VAT

Wednesday

Ladies’ afternoon
tea and networking

February

Time:

Please note due to high demand, some of these
events may be fully booked by the time of printing.
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Enjoy a delicious afternoon tea and
some valuable business networking
with like-minded Somerset businesswomen. We will be
joined by Laura Joyce of sponsor Laura Joyce Wealth
Management who will explain more about her company
and how she helps people plan for their future.

Sponsored by

*Prices are plus VAT unless otherwise stated
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Cost:

2pm – 4pm at
Taunton School
£20.95 plus VAT
for members

Sponsored by

Please note that all non-members are entitled to attend a
maximum of two Chamber events. Should you wish to attend
further events, you will be required to become a Somerset
Chamber member.
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#WELL
CONNECTED
Business leaders’
dinner at The
Castle at Taunton

S Durgan Cooper
of CETSAT, Lizzie Gin
bey of Teapot
Creative, Em

ma Warren of Elite Sta
ffing Solutions
and Barry Tottle of Tea
pot Creative.

S Graeme Crosbi
e of Level Up (South
West) and
Chairman of

WPA,
S Nathan Irwin of

Somerset Chamber,
Nathan Irwin CEO of
event sponsor WPA
and guest speaker Re
ar Admiral
Peter Sparkes, CEO
of the Hydrographic
Office.

le,
Lexi Shore of AC Mo
r Dodson
rte
Po
of
es
Jam
Kate
of
ms
llia
Wi
and Matthew
ity.
cur
Se
&
e
Fir
ean
Oc
W Guests network

before dinner at
The Castle at Taunton.

S Phil Wilson of Gallagher, Alan Clarke of Higos Insurance Services, John Telling of Towens Group and Brian Goodman of WPA.
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#WELL
MEMBERS
CONNECTED
AREA

Ladies’ afternoon tea
at Monks Yard, near Ilminster

of Vickery Holman and
S Ruth Prideaux
.
Willmott
Rosie Brain of Clarke

a cream tea and
S Guests enjoyed
during the afternoon.
sandwiches
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T Julie Cullun of Cooper

Associates, guest
speaker Rachel Bell of
Stride Treglown, Andrea
Steel of event sponsor
Church House Investment
Management and Kerry
Nelson of Cooper
Associates.

S Fiona Griffin of
Ian Walker Family Law
and Mediation
Solicitors, Lo

uise Hambidge of Mil
sted Langdon and
Emma Jones of Dorse
t and Somerset Air Am
bulance.

S Kim Barnard of
Cognique, Sarah Co
ok of Porter Dodson,
Joolz Lewis of En

lightened Business,
Rebecca Oatley of
AC Mole and Helen
Lacey of HR GO Recru
itment.
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#WELL CONNECTED

T Businessmen and women

Meet the neighbours
– Devon at Sandy Park, Exeter

enjoyed a three-course lunch
at Sandy Park, the home of
Exeter Chiefs rugby club.

tly by

anised join
bours Devon was org
S Meet the Neigh
uth Chamber and
mo
Ply
and
von
De
r,
be

Somerset Cham
CEO of Devon
m left: Stuart Elford,
Exeter Chamber. Fro
erations
Op
ber, Alistair Tudor,
and Plymouth Cham
gh Murphy,
da
Clo
and
r
be
t Cham
Manager of Somerse
Chamber.
Chairman of Exeter

g the event.
to the speakers durin
S Attendees listen

S Joe Robson, of
Brewin and Dolphin
and
Ben

Lee, of PKF Francis
Clark.

S Jon Beake of eve
nt sponsor Wessex
Reserves’
and Ca

dets’ Association.
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New Members
Welcome to our newest members of the Somerset Chamber.
Blackstar Solutions Ltd
ICT
We are a trusted telecoms provider who deliver bestof-breed business voice, video, internet and mobile
communication solutions. Our technical expertise is
matched by our passion for delivering the highest
quality solutions and support services.

Ethical Sales Pro
Business Consultancy
Working with people and businesses to improve
their sales and or customer service. By sharing my
experience, insight, and practical applications I enable
them to create reasons for people to buy. The result is
their increased confidence, reputation, and wealth.

Elliot Mace, 0333 1232123
elliot@blackstarsolutions.co.uk
www.blackstarsolutions.co.uk

Stuart Martin, 07739 939347
stuart@ethicalsalespro.com
https://ethicalsalespro.com

Candelaria Food & Drink Ltd
Food and Drink
Candelaria is an Anglo-Chilean company importing
Chilean wine for the hospitality sector and for those
of us who enjoy fine and lively wine from the oldest
vineyards in the New World. As vintners, we market
wines from Chilean medium size winemakers and are
committed to family vineyards which have inherited
the richest grape lands. Many of these have traditional
connections with French, Italian and Spanish vineyards.

Gridimp Ltd
Energy / Technology
Turning business energy users into smart, flexible, low
carbon consumers. Our AI driven fully automated Smart
energy solutions for businesses, take care of day-to-day
energy management decisions for you, saving cost &
carbon and generating new revenue from flexibility.

Tabatha Asheshov, 07493 359172
info@candelaria.co.uk
www.candelaria.co.uk

Candida Bowman
Skills and training
Candida (Candy) Bowman specialises in confident
communication skills training for business, management
and personal development. The overall objective is to
support business growth by helping management and
teams communicate in ways that develop collaborative
relationships for best practice and results.
Candida Bowman, 0333 1231332
training@cbpm.co.uk
www.cbpm.co.uk

Chalk Stream Finance Ltd
Finance & Business Services
Finance Business Partner and Consultant.
• An experienced Head of Finance, providing leadership,
advisory and hands-on project management
• Driving continuous improvement and
		 transformation, developing measurable strategic
		 objectives and Management Information
• Bridging the finance expertise and training gap,
in the SME sector
Neil Goode, 07428 133833
neil.goode@chalk-stream.co.uk

Richard Ryan, 07738660484
info@gridimp.com
www.gridimp.com

Ian Walker Family Law and Mediation Solicitors
Law/Family Law/Divorce
Ian Walker Family Law and Mediation Solicitors is a
progressive firm of family law, divorce and children
solicitors specialists based in the South West. We
specialise in the representation of clients with matters
such as Divorce and Separation, Child Law, LGBT+
families, and more.
03339 390188
Businessdevelopment@familylawandmediation.co.uk
www.familylawandmediation.co.uk

PayDough.me
Finance / Payments
WE do payments. Ethically. Transparently. It’s time to
rethink payments, I am independent working with you
and an extensive range of payment providers to ensure
the package I mould is always the optimum fit. Benefits
of not being tied to a provide means I can help you
navigate the payments market.
Kev Smith, 07366 561548
hello@paydough.me
https://paydough.me
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NEW MEMBERS

Peter Nutkins Photography
Photography
Professional business photography making images that
work for you, and for your business. From business
portraits to website imagery, Peter is a specialist who
captures your unique vision with creative flair, technical
skill and experience to enhance your brand. From SME
to global corporation. Based in Somerset serving the UK.
Peter Nutkins, 07815 596185
peter@peternutkins.com
https://www.peternutkins.com/business-photography

The Wild Beer Co.
Business sector: Food and Drink
A Pioneering craft brewery based on a 200-year-old
dairy farm in rural Somerset. The Wild Beer Co. was born
out of a love of fermentation, barrel-ageing and most
importantly, creating remarkable flavour by nature.
Andrew Cooper, 01749 838742
www.wildbeer.co.com

St Margaret’s Hospice Care
Charity/Third Sector
St Margaret’s Hospice provides compassionate, highquality care for patients with a life-limiting illness
in Somerset. Whether it’s delivered at home by our
community nurses, through our 24-hour adviceline or on
our In-patient Unit – we help make each day count.

Well Services Group
Engineering
Operating the most advanced UK fleet of Process and
Pipeline Services equipment, WSG provide full life cycle
support to assets - covering commissioning, start up,
shutdowns, outages, operations and decommissioning.
Our integrated services include WSG Provalve and WSG
Industrial Services.

Michelle Hancock, 01935 709493
michelle.hancock@st-margarets-hospice,org.uk
www.st-margarets-hospice.org.uk

Craig Munnings, 01493 603603
uksales@wellservices-group.com
wellservices-group.com

Latest Member-to-Member Offers
As a member of Somerset Chamber why not take advantage
of our great range of member-to-member offers?

The Ranch Café and Deli
Discounted Christmas party
menu for six or more

Peter Nutkins
Photography
20% discount
on all services

DISCOUNTED

MENU

10%
DISCOUNT

DISCOUNT

DISCOUNT

30% off all accredited health,
safety and e-learning courses

30%
DISCOUNT

10% off all products

15%

20%

Alan Ludewig Consulting

Rapid Fire Supplies

SAVE
£1,000

Introtweet
15% off online social
media training

Finger on the Pulse
Save £1,000 on QuickPulse
for expert insight into your
customers, employees and
supplier relationships

If you have an offer you would like to add to our list,
visit www.somersetchamber.co.uk/membership
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Somerset Chamber helps to secure
£1.2 million in business funding
Somerset Chamber is proud to have helped the county’s
businesses secure more than £1.2 million in Government
funding to support young people into work and help firm’s
find new talent.
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Clarke Willmott and Richard Huish
College renew Business Partnerships
while Wessex Reserve Forces’ and
Cadets’ Association becomes a new
Associate Business Partner

The Chamber has been acting as an official gateway for
the Government’s Kickstart Scheme and some 256 young
people have already been given placements, with 110
business taking part through the Chamber.

Somerset Chamber is delighted to announce that longstanding Business Partners – Clarke Willmott and Richard
Huish College, in Taunton – have both decided to renew
their partnerships with the Chamber.

Kickstart helps companies cover the cost of employing a 16
to 24-year-old for six months, for 25 hours a week, with no
cost to the business. Government pays 100% of the National
Minimum Wage for those 25 hours, plus National Insurance
contributions pension contributions. Employers can
increase the hours worked each week, but at their own cost.

In addition, Chamber
member Wessex Reserve
Forces’ and Cadets’
Association (WRFCA)
has joined as new Associate Business Partners. This level of
membership gives organisations and businesses which want
more from their membership, but do not want the full range
of benefits afforded to Business Partners, including access
to additional stakeholder events and benefits.

Employers also receive a £1,500 set-up grant for the
placement to cover the cost of training, equipment or
even travel.
Alistair Tudor, Chamber Operations Manager, said:
“The figures are absolutely phenomenal and I’m proud
the Chamber has played such a significant part in the
success of this scheme in the South West. All credit to the
Chamber’s Jenn Chidley-Sanders and our own Kickstarter
Hayley Nicholson who have spearheaded our involvement
in the scheme.”

Clarke Willmott is a national law firm with offices in
Taunton, Bristol, Cardiff, Birmingham, London, Manchester
and Southampton. Richard Huish College is one of the best
sixth form colleges in the country for exam results, while
WRFCA supports and promotes the reserve and cadet
forces across the South West.

ARE YOUR
ACCOUNTANTS
ADDING UP?
Does your accountant inspire confidence?
Do they meet the highest standards?
Do they see you as a name or just another number?
At Albert Goodman, we take a different approach.
Small enough to offer a dedicated, individual service.
Big enough to give you the depth and breadth of expertise you need.
So, if you’ve had your fill of accountancy by autopilot, talk to us.

albertgoodman.co.uk
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HINKLEY UPDATE
Kloeckner Metals awarded major
contract at Hinkley Point C
Kloeckner Metals is one of the UK’s leading stockholders
and processing suppliers of multi metals for construction
and high integrity sectors such as nuclear and marine.
The company was recently awarded a multi-million Pound
contract by BYLOR to produce embedment sleeves for
Hinkley Point C.
Part of the global Klöckner & Co Group, Kloeckner Metals
UK is certified with Fit 4 Nuclear status (F4N), which is
a testament to its commitment to continuously improve
operational standards in line with nuclear requirements.
This newly-awarded contract will see Kloeckner Metals
UK supply processed and coated embedment sleeves
to Tier 1 Contractor BYLOR – a Laing O’Rourke and
Bouygues TP joint venture. Two local South West
businesses will assist Kloeckner Metals UK with the
coating of the embedment sleeves.
Peter Whiting, CEO of Kloeckner Metals UK said:
“BYLOR’s decision to select Kloeckner as their supplier
is a huge endorsement for our capabilities and
management expertise. We are extremely excited to be
part of such an important national project.”
With nationwide operation facilities, including Exeter,
Kloeckner actively supports UK nuclear activities,
including decommissioning, new-build and power
generation requirements.
Kloeckner has actively supported the reactor
maintenance programme at Hinkley Point B for almost
10 years and is also a key partner in the manufacture
of 3m³ waste containers for the UK’s largest waste
retrievals programme.
The company’s business support services include the
stock holding of over 50,000 tonnes of carbon, stainless
and aluminium materials, extensive tubular and flat
lasering, plasma and waterjet cutting capabilities and a
press braking and pipe bending service.
Additional services include quality/inspection
test planning, destructive/non-destructive testing
management and a robust supply chain service which
is carefully managed to protect customers from
counterfeit, fraudulent and suspect items.
In addition, Kloeckner is proud to be a pioneer of
digital transformation in the steel and metal industry.
Its suite of eProcurement solutions allows customers
to stay in control of their supply chain. And being able
to order products online, access order documentation
and call-off contractual orders allows customers to
benefit from improved transparency and streamlined
procurement process.
For Hinkley, Kloeckner’s products are processed at the
company’s Leeds and Dudley facilities before being
coated at its South West contractors and shipped to
the HPC site for assembly by BYLOR.

Steve Tyrer, Business Development Manager – Nuclear
at Kloeckner, said: “The contact with BYLOR at HPC has
enabled Kloeckner to invest in a further saw line with
operator, a business administrator and a project engineer
who are now all dedicated and committed to this project.
“We started working with Somerset Chamber’s Hinkley
Supply Chain back in 2012 and have been supported by
the team as and when opportunities arise.
“We took a seat at the Somerset Energy Innovation
centre business hub in Bridgwater where we were able
to improve our networking with both the Chamber and
SWMAS. This led to a BYLOR supply chain event held
at the SEIC centre where we started our BYLOR journey
which led to the embedment sleeve contract award.”
Mr Tyrer added: “The supply team placed Kloeckner onto
their supply map where Tier 1 and 2 contractors could see
our business capabilities and value proposition.”
More information is available online at
www.kloecknermetalsuk.co.uk.

HINKLEY UPDATE
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Big Carl back in action at Hinkley Point C
Big Carl, the world’s biggest crane has been in action again
at Hinkley Point C. It has placed the first huge steel ring
section onto the second reactor building, just 11 months
after the same operation on the first reactor.
The installation shows how building an identical copy of
the first reactor drives efficiency and saves time. The ring
was built 25% more quickly than the same part on unit one,

requiring thousands of hours less labour to manufacture.
This “replication effect” will benefit the identical Sizewell
C project in Suffolk. The prefabricated ring, which is 47
metres in diameter and 17 metres high, forms a reinforced
cylinder around the nuclear reactor.
The achievement is all the more impressive as the project
deliberately switched materials and labour away from
unit two during the pandemic when numbers on site were
limited and suppliers were impacted. This allowed work to
focus on areas most critical to the project’s schedule.
The optimum construction time between the two reactors
at Hinkley Point C is around 12 months and this installation
highlights this gap is being maintained.
Simon Parsons, Nuclear Island Area and Site and Civils
Director said: “This significant lift is testament to everyone
involved – from the teams who fabricated it, to those on
Unit 2 who’ve delivered the civil-works schedule enabling
us to install it and also the lifting team themselves.
We have continued to learn from Unit 1 to safely
deliver a quality product. Well done one and all”.

New study confirms the low carbon credentials for
Hinkley Point C and Sizewell C power stations
be one of the most detailed ever undertaken for a nuclear
power station.
It showed that emissions from generating electricity are
likely to be around 5.5g CO2e eq/kWh for both Hinkley
Point C and Sizewell C.
By comparison, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change’s median estimate for offshore wind is around 12g
CO2e eq /kWh and 48g CO2e eq /kWh for large-scale
solar energy. All are drastically lower than coal at 820g
CO2e eq /kWh and gas at 490g CO2e eq /kWh.

New analysis has confirmed that CO2 emissions from the
electricity generated by Britain’s newest nuclear power
stations will be even lower than wind and solar power.
All three technologies will be essential in helping Britain
achieve net zero carbon emissions.
Like renewables, nuclear power is ‘zero-carbon’ at the
point of generation but, as with all electricity generation,
CO2 is released during construction, operation, and
decommissioning. A detailed and independently verified
study into lifetime emissions was carried out for EDF by
environmental specialists Ricardo Energy & Environment.
Known as a Lifecycle Carbon Assessment (LCA), the study
follows internationally agreed standards and is thought to

With Hinkley Point C’s construction well underway and
Sizewell C moving towards final approval, the new nuclear
power stations will supply reliable low carbon electricity to
around 12 million homes – helping the UK to reach net-zero
and meet the growing need for low carbon power which is
expected to quadruple between now and 2050.
Humphrey Cadoux-Hudson, Managing Director for
Sizewell C said: “This detailed study confirms the low
carbon credentials of new nuclear at Hinkley Point and
Sizewell as the most reliable low-carbon electricity source
currently available.
“By replacing fossil fuel power with low carbon electricity
which doesn’t depend on the weather, Hinkley Point C and
Sizewell C will support the expansion of renewables in the
UK and make a big contribution to lowering emissions to
net zero.”
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MEMBER NEWS
bibic’s new therapy centre officially opened
After months of hard work, fundraising and planning, bibic’s
new therapy building has been officially opened.
The demand for bibic’s services has increased hugely over
the last two years and the charity, which delivers therapeutic
programmes to children and young adults aged six months
to 25 years with developmental and neurological difficulties,
urgently needed more rooms to carry out assessments and
more space for families and children.
The charity now has a new and improved sensory room, a
large family area and new therapy rooms, including a complex
needs room, as well as plenty of new toys and facilities.
Staff, supporters and friends held a small event to mark the
official opening and to thank everyone for their generous
support.
The bibic team was also joined by Paul and Emily Brett as
representatives from the Brett family, who made a significant
donation towards the new family room. This also allowed the
charity to buy new furniture for the seating areas for families,
new toys and other furnishings to make the family room feel
as inclusive and inviting as possible.
Sophy Layzell and Karin Cumming from the Jemima Layzell
Trust also attended the event after their generous support

helped bibic secure new sensory equipment, including a new
bubble tube, sound and infinity board, fibrotic lights, sequin
board, water spinner and much more.
At the event, there were speeches from the Chair of Trustees,
Laura Voyle, and Managing Director, Pip Buckley. The centre
was officially opened by one of bibic’s families – with the
ribbon-cutting performed by 10-year-old Florence.
A spokesman for bibic said: “Thank you to all who made this
amazing project possible. With generosity and belief in bibic’s
mission, we have managed to create a new area which will
allow us to see more families and continue to change lives.
“Visitors are more than welcome to come and take a look –
just give us a call on 01458 253344 beforehand.”

Somerset cricketer presents cheque to help charity train new mentors
Cooper Associates Foundation is
enabling PROMISEworks to find, train
and support six local volunteers to
mentor six of the 47 children and
young people currently in need
of PROMISEworks’ support in the
Taunton area.
Tom Abell, Trustee of Cooper
Associates Foundation and Somerset
cricketer, presented the cheque for
£12,000 to PROMISEworks Chair
Robert Peto and PROMISEworks
Taunton Case Holder Christell Charles.
Robert said: “PROMISEworks is excited
to receive this generous donation from
Cooper Associates Foundation which
will allow us to help six more young
people over a minimum 2-year period
to build a life that works for each of
them.”
Victoria Tremear, Trustee of The
Cooper Associates Foundation, said:
“The Cooper Associates Foundation
is delighted to be able to support

get involved and become one
of the ‘Cooper’s Cohort’ can
contact Christell by emailing
Christell.charles@promiseworks.org.uk.
Training is scheduled for January/
February and more information is
also available on the website
www.promiseworks.org.uk.

PROMISEworks with a donation of
£12,000.
“PROMISEworks is doing amazing
work within our local communities,
providing essential support to
vulnerable young people through
one-to-one mentoring. We are thrilled
that our donation will be used to train
the ‘Cooper’s Cohort’ of six mentors,
so they are equipped to support the
young people they are working with.”
Christell already supports volunteers
working one to one with young people
in the area. Anyone who would like to

PROMISEworks recruits, trains and
supports volunteers, to provide oneto-one mentoring to improve the
mental health and well-being of some
of Somerset’s most vulnerable young
people, aged from five to 25.
It receives referrals from schools, other
professionals, and voluntary groups,
and for a variety of reasons: abuse
or neglect; mental or physical health
problems; families where parental
struggles are impacting on well-being.
It costs PROMISEworks around £2,000
a year to support a mentor to help a
vulnerable young person.
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Social enterprise launched to help break down employment barriers
Local charity Arc has launched its own
social enterprise, ‘Crescent Cleaning
Services’ (CCS), which began trading
in October 2021, after much planning,
preparation and hard work!
CCS was set up to help eliminate
barriers that homeless individuals
and other marginalised groups face
when accessing employment. As a
charity supporting the homeless,
Arc has witnessed the struggle that
many clients face when ready to gain
employment.
Low confidence, limited experience or
qualifications, gaps in CVs and digital
exclusion are some examples of these
barriers. This can negatively impact
someone’s ability to move forwards,
whether that’s because independent
accommodation is unaffordable, or the
setbacks have a detrimental impact on
someone’s wellbeing or confidence.
CCS will employ formerly homeless
individuals as well as others struggling
to access employment opportunities
and ease them back into working life,

Arc and struggled with homelessness
in 2020/21. James and Neil are both
thriving and have benefitted from the
opportunity to return to work.
Besides Crescent Cleaning Service’s
social impact aims, the enterprise also
strives to provide a professional and
friendly first-class cleaning service
with specialist areas such as void
cleaning.

receiving support throughout.
Training will be provided not only in
areas to help them in their cleaning
role, but in transferrable skills that
can be used in different roles and
industries, including the opportunity to
gain NVQ level 1 and 2 qualifications.
While employees can continue to work
for CCS for as long as they need or
want to, the aim is to assist them into
jobs and sectors that are desirable to
them.

As Arc owns 16 properties, CCS
already has its first customer, allowing
the enterprise to gain experience and
grow. While not quite ready to take on
new customers just yet, CCS is looking
forward to offering services to the
wider community later in 2022.
If you’d like to register your interest or
for more information, please contact:
Rosie Hather – rhather@arcinspire.co.uk,
visit our website:
www.crescentcleaningservices.org.uk
or follow the team on Facebook:
@crescentcleaningse.

CCS has already taken on its first two
employees, who were former clients of

New Managing Partner at A C Mole
chartered accountants
After 25 years with A C Mole, Managing
Partner Robert Zelazik will be retiring in
January. After graduating in Accountancy
from Birmingham, Robert trained in
London before moving to Kidsons Impey in Taunton in 1989,
before joining A C Mole on their merger in 1996.

How you feel tomorrow
starts with choosing
the right hospital

Robert said: “I’ve enjoyed every
day (well almost every day!!) of
my time at A C Mole over the last
twenty-five years, and it gives me
great pleasure to retire knowing
that the firm will continue to be
led by such a strong team.”
Lexi Shore, who heads the firm’s
charity team, will take over the
role of Managing Partner in February. Lexi is a Fellow Member
of the Institute of Chartered Accountants, having won multiple
national awards including the Carter Prize and the Professional
Stage Order of Merit. Lexi is also Chartered Tax Adviser and
Registered Auditor.
In 2019 Lexi was awarded the ICAEW Diploma in Charity
Accounting, which recognises experts in the sector. Lexi lives
locally and is actively involved in charitable work herself,
having recently trained a hearing dog puppy.
Lexi said: “I’m honoured to have been appointed as Managing
Partner and absolutely delighted to have the opportunity to
lead the firm in the future. ACM was first established almost
120 years ago.

At Nuffield Health Taunton Hospital, we
put your safety first in a COVID-19 secure
environment. We have a dedicated team
of experts you can trust, offering a range
of specialties. And award-winning healthcare
that gives you flexible ways to pay.
How you feel tomorrow starts today.
Search Nuffield Health Taunton Hospital
or call 01823 476933
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Laura Joyce Wealth Management opens new office in Wrington
Laura Joyce Wealth Management is
delighted to announce the opening
of new offices on Broad Street, in the
centre of Wrington.
“With a growing list of local clients, as
well as coinciding with the expansion
of my team, the opportunity to open
an office in the heart of this wonderful
community was one not to be missed,”
said Laura.
Laura has taken on Practice Manager,
Julie Harnett, who brings a wealth
of knowledge and experience to the
Practice and will be based in the office
part-time. Laura is also investing in
the business’s marketing, which is now
being looked after by local company,
Clare Holway Copywriting.
“It’s fantastic to be able to expand the
team and bring in local people who
care about our clients as much as I
do,” said Laura.

Laura Joyce Wealth Management
specialises in tailored, holistic
financial advice for families across the
generations, helping them plan for
their ideal future. “We all have a right
to financial wellbeing, and I’m a firm
believer that financial advice should be
inclusive and accessible,” said Laura.
“My vision is for long-term financial
planning to become a normal activity
in all households.”
Since opening the new office the
Practice has immersed itself in the
community. “We were a venue for the
Wrington Garden Trail and have so
enjoyed meeting both local people and
those visiting the village,” said Laura.
“We have plans to continue the legacy
of Wrington window displays, so keep
an eye out when you’re passing!”

(COVID-19 restrictions permitting) when
anyone is welcome to pop into the
office for a cup of tea and a chat to find
out more about how Laura can help.
To receive a complimentary guide
covering wealth management,
retirement planning or Inheritance
Tax planning, contact Laura Joyce
on 07966 156 476 or email
laura.joyce@sjpp.co.uk. More
information is also available online at
www.laurajoycewealthmanagement.co.uk

Laura Joyce Wealth Management
opens its door every Friday between
9am and 3pm for a ‘Friday Drop-in’,

Impact Design & Marketing, creating a
double Impact with multinational brands
The Taunton-based creative consultancy, Impact Design &
Marketing, is creating an impact yet again and in more ways
than one!
Renowned for their creative communications work with
both regional and international clients, particularly in the
automotive and construction sectors, Impact has been chosen
by two multinational brands to create their show stand display
graphics for two major separate events being held at the
same time in December 2021 at the NEC in Birmingham.
Impact will create display graphics and supportive
communications for Honda U.K. Motorcycles’ prestigious
stand at MotorcycleLive and is also designing and
commissioning an impressive stand for West Fraser, a world
leader in the manufacture of wood-based panel products,
who is exhibiting at JewsonLive, a large industry trade show.
Impact’s MD, Rich Oliver, said: “It’s fantastic to have two
world-leading brands wanting us to create their show stand
communications. Our creative work will be seen by very large
audiences at two shows at the NEC which coincidentally are
running at the same time.
“Both brands are No.1 in their own sectors and demand the
highest levels of creativity and design which we look forward
to delivering. It’s great to be once again involved in designing
the communications for major physical events, as well as those
virtual ones, and to end what has been a successful year working
on such exciting projects, both nationally and closer to home.”
More information is available by emailing: richard@impactdm.co.uk.
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Somerset patients to benefit from pioneering new community diagnostic hub
A state-of-the-art diagnostics centre
which will serve patients from across
Somerset and surrounding areas has
officially opened.

former National Cancer Director in
the Department of Health and author
of an independent review of NHS
diagnostics capacity.

The centre will give patients increased
access to diagnostic tests which
inform their treatment and enable
them to have their diagnostic tests in a
stand-alone modern facility away from
a busy hospital.

Mike Moran, chief executive officer of
Rutherford Health, said: “There has
never been a more important time for
innovative partnering in healthcare in
the UK, to ensure patients get access
to earlier diagnosis and the best
treatment as quickly as possible.

The Rutherford Diagnostic Centre
Somerset, in Taunton, is the first
community diagnostics centre of its
kind in England – run by Rutherford
Diagnostics Limited, a subsidiary of
Rutherford Health PLC in partnership
with Somerset NHS Foundation Trust.
Rutherford Diagnostics Limited will
provide diagnostic services from
the Rutherford Diagnostic Centre
Somerset which offers Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI), Computed
Tomography (CT), ultrasound and
X-ray on equipment provided by
Rutherford’s technology partner,
Philips.
The centre was officially opened
by the renowned cancer specialist,
Professor Sir Mike Richards CBE,

manage the growing backlog caused
by the pandemic and track down the
missing patients that need treatment
urgently.”

“The importance of early diagnosis
cannot be overstated, it should be
the cornerstone of any health system.
This centre is a major step forward
in addressing the rising demand for
diagnostic services across Somerset
and we are delighted to be working in
collaboration with the Somerset NHS
Foundation Trust to deliver tangible
benefit to their patients.
“This centre is the first of its kind and it
was delivered on time and to budget,
in the same way we did with our four
Rutherford cancer treatment centres.
Our plan is to establish another four
community diagnostic centres around
the country to help meet the need for
wider diagnostic provision. In this way,
we can continue to support the NHS to

Businesses urged to sponsor Christmas meals and gifts to spread some festive cheer
Somerset charity and Chamber
of Commerce member Somerset
Community Foundation (SCF) is
inviting businesses to help support
vulnerable older people and help
spread some festive cheer as part of
their long-running Surviving Winter
appeal.

delighted to be able to support
the Festive Fund and the work of
Somerset Community Foundation
again this year.
“Because we are rooted in Somerset,
supporting those in need in our
community is very important to us. As
a business, we work with organisations
right across the county, supporting
growth, skills development and the
creation of quality employment
opportunities within our community.

Rising energy costs mean many older
residents are being forced to choose
between heating and eating. It is also
still a worrying time for some in the
wake of the Coronavirus outbreak, as
they need to stay at home to keep
themselves safe.
Alongside providing winter fuel grants
to hundreds of vulnerable older
people, SCF is inviting local businesses
and individuals to help reduce
loneliness and spread some warmth
and cheer by donating £250 to fund
local charities to provide festive
activities, Christmas meals and gifts to
isolated older residents.
Supporters will receive a personalised
Christmas e-card with their company

logo to send to colleagues or clients to
celebrate their support of the appeal.
Crucially, every donation will help to
make Christmas merry and bright for
pensioners in need.
Graeme Crosbie, Founder and Director
of Level Up South West and chairman
of Somerset Chamber of Commerce’s
board of directors, said: “We are

And through the work of SCF and
the Festive Fund we know that our
contributions are directly benefiting
people all around us, helping to
combat loneliness and working towards
transforming lives – all of which aligns
closely to our business values.”
To help Somerset Community
Foundation to support even more
isolated and vulnerable people this
year, businesses and individuals can
donate £250 by visiting the website
www.somersetcf.org.uk/christmas or
emailing kelly.hall@somersetcf.org.uk.
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New associates join Porter Dodson’s employment law team
Porter Dodson has further strengthened
its employment law offering with the
appointment of two new associates into
the employment law team, Sarah Cook
and Nadine Maher.
Sarah joins from the British Dental
Association where she was working inhouse for 10 years. At Porter Dodson
she will be bringing her expertise
and unique understanding of dental
and primary care services to provide
advice to professional clients in all
aspects of employment, regulatory
and business support.

Adrian Poole, Head of the employment
and regulatory team, said: “We are
committed to working closely with our
clients, ensuring that the service we
provide them is effective, cost-efficient
and tailored to their specific needs.
Sarah Cook.

Nadine joins the team from
international firm DAC Beachcroft and
brings with her a wealth of experience
in all aspects of employment law,
working with both individuals and
business clients.
She has a particular presence in the
employment corporate support field,
working with the Corporate Commercial
Team to ensure the employment and HR
aspects of any commercial transaction
are covered off. In this respect, she
adds to the work in this specialist area
undertaken by other team members,
Sarah Young and Laura Roper.

“Sarah and Nadine are valuable
additions to the team. They have
specialist skills, experience and
expertise enabling Porter Dodson
to continue to challenge the most
prestigious of national firms in
terms of the scope and depth of
employment law support we provide.
“Sarah’s appointment also marks the
creation of a bespoke professional
services offering, building on our
success as a leading advisor to the GP,
dental and care professions.”

Nadine Maher.

Porter Dodson provides a comprehensive
range of legal services to businesses
and private individuals from its offices
in Somerset and Dorset.

Rotec Hydraulics Ltd supports The Grand Appeal’s campaign to bring Christmas joy
to critically ill children
One thing no-one has on their Santa wish list is spending
Christmas in hospital. Unfortunately, the reality is that many
children and families will have to spend time away from
home, to receive vital care.
Somerset Chamber member, Rotec Hydraulics Ltd is proud
to announce they will be supporting Wallace and Gromit’s
Grand Appeal, the official Bristol Children’s Hospital Charity,
this Festive season.
They have donated towards the charity’s Christmas
‘Shine Bright’ campaign, which will light up the iconic
Bristol Children’s Hospital building throughout December.
By donating, they hope to spread festive cheer in the
community, whilst raising funds that will benefit sick children
and their families.
Rotec is supporting the largest of the light displays - a festive
Gromit, which will be projected onto the side of the hospital
throughout the Christmas period.
Rotec’s Managing Director, Paul Prouse, said: “It has been a
pleasure to support Bristol Children’s Hospital’s charity for 8
years now. The hospital team go over and above to support
and care for children and their families every year.

“They have shown remarkable dedication particularly
throughout the pandemic, providing life-saving treatment
and support to children and families across the South West
and even nationally. We are proud to be supporting this
worthwhile cause once again in 2021.”
Bristol Children’s Hospital cares for over 100,000 babies,
children and young adults from across the South West
annually and supports patients with rare genetic disorders,
neurological conditions, congenital heart disease, traumatic
injuries, cancer and kidney disease.
Everyone can get involved with the campaign by spreading
cheer in their community and decorating their house,
window or garden. For more information about the ‘Shine
Bright’ campaign, including how to get involved visit the
website grandappeal.org.uk/shine-bright or donate online at
grandappeal.org.uk/christmas-appeal.
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Hippychick wins prestigious award – for the fourth time!
Somerset-based baby business Hippychick has collected an
award for Best Distributor at the 2021 Progressive PreSchool
Awards - the fourth time Hippychick has won the award
which is voted for by retailers specialising in the 0-5 age
group.
The Progressive Preschool Awards are well established and
recognised in the pre-school industry and have been running
for nine years.
Hippychick has been in business for over 20 years, founded
by owner Julia Minchin with the Hippychick Hipseat. Over
the years the company has fought off tough competition to
secure the exclusive UK distribution rights to some of the
most prestigious international brands in the baby and toddler
sector including Trybike, Bumkins, Dena and myHummy.
Julia Minchin, accepted the award on Hippychick’s behalf
at the ceremony in London along with her husband and coManaging Director Jeremy Minchin.
She was thrilled to have won the award again: “Being voted
for by our customers is the highest honour. The past two
years have been immensely challenging for all of us, and
things such as shipping continue to be very difficult.
“So, it’s especially rewarding to have confirmation from them
that we’re still continuing to do things right. We’d really
like to take this opportunity to thank all those who both
nominated and voted for us. It really means a lot.”

Join the Somerset businesses
developing the next generation
Apart from their Somerset
location you might find
it hard to link M-CNC
Precision Engineering,
Somerset Activity & Sport
Partnership, Teapot Creative and Wessex Water.
Yet these four organisations – each working in very different
fields - have joined others to contribute an Industry Insight to
the Somerset TalentEd Academy.
These video insights
take young people
behind the scenes
in different business
sectors, showcasing key
aspects of the work and
highlighting the skills
required. Artur from
M-CNC demonstrated component machining, whilst Lex from
Teapot Creative shared key stages of website development.
With schools across Somerset accessing this resource, taking
part in the Somerset TalentEd Academy is a great way to
profile your business to the future workforce.
To view our industry insights
visit www.somerset-ebp.co.uk/talented.
To find out how you can get involved in future editions
contact andrew.hanson@somerset-ebp.co.uk or
Imelda.leetch@somerset-ebp.co.uk

Jo PIlcher,
Progressive
Preschool awards
organiser, added:
“Hippychick comes
up year after year in
this category. They
are well-known
and respected
within the industry
for their business
prowess as well as
their deep-rooted
values.
“Taking on a distributorship isn’t just about getting a product
into a national chain, it’s about building a brand and fostering
ongoing, mutually productive relationships with customers.
Hippychick are real masters of this and very deserving
winners of this award.”
The Progressive PreSchool Award coincides with another
successful year for Hippychick, during which they have
won several awards for individual brands as well as a Direct
Commerce Award for their outstanding agility in response
to COVID-19. The company has also been shortlisted as best
independent trader in the Sedgemoor Business Excellence
Awards.
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Coffee Blue Somerset West and Taunton scoops top award
Just four months after launching to
serve the business community, Coffee
Blue Somerset West and Taunton was
honoured with a top award.

provided and delivered a total of
748 meals to children at various
summer holiday courses in the area,
ensuring that those children had a
nutritious and balanced lunch. It also
provides corporate lunches to various
organisations.

The mobile refreshment service
scooped the award for the Best Mobile
Barista Coffee Service – Somerset
in the Southern Enterprise Awards
hosted by SME News.
The awards are now in their fourth
year and a panel of judges looked at
various areas of the business, including
its customer service, innovation,
quality of products, and growth. Panel
members were impressed by various
factors for the small business.
In its short period of time of trading,
Coffee Blue Somerset West and
Taunton Ltd has forged strong
working partnerships. Using a local
and reputable bakery means there
is a supply of top-quality fresh
products to customers, while also
supporting another local business in

With a busy event calendar already
booked in, Coffee Blue Somerset West
and Taunton Ltd has attended various
events, such as weddings and sports
fixtures.
the area. Other food items come from
a supplier who is a carbon negative
manufacturer.
The coffee business also operates with
a zero waste policy, with food produce
which can no longer be sold utilised
in conjunction with Too Good To Go,
meaning products are not wasted and
thrown away.
In the summer holidays, Coffee Blue
Somerset West and Taunton Ltd

ADVERTORIAL

Protecting your business brand
– in the UK and further afield
Brexit has caused some challenging issues for the UK’s
creative industries. Companies protect their brand by
trademarking it in countries where they do business: the UK,
EU, US or elsewhere. In the EU you can apply for a trademark
in all 27 countries in one application.
Until 1 January 2021, a UK trademark effectively blocked
anyone in the EU from applying for the same (or confusingly
similar) trademark, but on that date UK trademarks lost that
ability, which means that businesses that trade in the EU
might now have to face competition from a similarly branded
EU business, unless they go ahead and protect their brand in
the EU by applying for a trademark there.
Some trademark applications, whether in the UK, EU, US
or elsewhere, are opposed, either by the Government
Office dealing with the application or by a business with
existing trademarks that doesn’t want the competition.
The Intellectual Property Office might refuse an application
if they believe it is too descriptive. A shoe company can
trademark “Bananas” but not “Shoes”.
The more distinctive a mark the better, it can add value
to a business, both in sales volume and price chargeable.
Trademark protection should form an integral part of your
sales and marketing strategy.
Please email our Head of Media, Entertainment & IP, Brian
Levine at brian.levine@battens.co.uk if you want to find out
more about how to promote or protect your brand.

Director and Barista of Coffee Blue
Somerset West and Taunton Ltd,
Trevor Jenkins, said: “We have worked
extremely hard since our launch and are
thrilled to have been recognised. We
believe that we not only offer superb
products, but that our quality of service
compliments this. We are determined
to keep our standards high and keep
up those wonderful relationships with
our customers. We are very grateful to
everyone for their support.”

MEMBER ADVICE

MEMBER ADVICE
Energy prices – why have
the increased, what are the
consequences and what next!
Over the past few months energy prices have skyrocketed,
writes Chris Barrett, Procurement and Supply Chain
Specialist at Auditel (UK) Limited.
The problem started last winter when a cold spell in Asia
increased demand for gas. Our mild winter meant we were
not initially affected until we had a cold spring at the same
time as Asia started to suffer from a heatwave, increasing
their need for air conditioning.
With Asia mopping-up all the available liquified natural gas,
we were unable to top-up our storage. Also, wind generation
this summer was far lower than anticipated further adding
pressure onto the market. With storage levels low in the UK
and Europe, the market began to rise.
Meanwhile, Russia, having built a new gas pipeline
into Europe has been engaged in a political battle and
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significantly reduced the
flow of gas into Europe
via their other pipelines
to create a perfect storm
which saw prices rocketing to unheard of levels.
As a result, we have seen a swathe of energy suppliers going
bust because they did not hedge the prices properly. Also,
many customers have been exposed to up to 200% increases in
their energy rates from the point that their current rates expire.
In the latter few days we have seen prices falling and rising in
line with the shifting supply levels of gas coming from Russia
as they use it as a political football to negotiate terms on
their new pipeline as well as the influencing Belarus situation.
So what does the future hold?
In the short term, there is little optimism that prices will
return to the levels we have become used to. In the longer
term this crisis can only point again to the need for us to
become less reliant on fossil fuel.
The UK has made some great progress on decarbonising the
grid with wind and solar and getting rid of coal. But these
new technologies are intermittent and we remain reliant on
gas for peak demand in the near to medium term. We can
expect more volatility in the market as competition for gas
remains a global problem.

SOMERSET, UNBREAKABLE FULL
FIBRE BROADBAND
UNLIMITED
UNLIMITED
BROADBAND
BROADBAND

FROM
£29.99

Place your order today
truespeed.com
01225 233 060
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The Treasury joins forces with the Bank of
England to investigate digital currency
@BoESouthWest

HM Treasury (HMT)
and the Bank of
England (the Bank)
have announced
the next steps on
the exploration of
a UK Central Bank
Digital Currency
(CBDC). CBDC
would be a new
form of digital money issued by the Bank of England and
for use by households and businesses for their everyday
payments needs. It would exist alongside cash and bank
deposits, rather than replacing them.
In 2022, HMT and the Bank will launch a consultation
which will set out their assessment of the case for a UK
CBDC, including the merits of further work to develop an
operational and technology model for a UK CBDC. It will
evaluate the main issues at hand, consider the high-level
design features, possible benefits and implications for users
and businesses, and considerations for further work.
This consultation will form part of a ‘research and
exploration’ phase and helps to inform policy development
over the next few years.
No decision has been made on whether to introduce a CBDC
in the UK, which would be a major national infrastructure
project. In April 2021, the Bank and HMT initiated the
joint CBDC Taskforce to coordinate the exploration of a
potential UK CBDC. The Bank also set up the Engagement
and Technology forums, where relevant stakeholders from
industry, civil society and academia provide strategic and
technical input to the work on CBDC.
The 2022 consultation will inform a decision on whether
the authorities are content to move into a ‘development’
phase which will span several years. If the results of this
‘development’ phase conclude that the case for CBDC is
made, and that it is operationally and technologically robust,
then the earliest date for launch of a UK CBDC would be in
the second half of the decade.
Economic Secretary to the Treasury, John Glen, said: “This
consultation will begin an open discussion on the role a
UK central bank digital currency might play in the UK. I’d
encourage everyone to contribute to the discussion so we
can explore the opportunities this could bring, as well as
understanding any risks it may pose.”

Deputy Governor for Financial Stability, Jon Cunliffe, said:
“The plan to publish a consultation next year on CBDC is
a crucial step in our policy development, especially as we
further our thinking on the pressing issues at hand. What
it will do is provide a platform for interested parties and
relevant groups to engage with the key questions on the
merits of CBDC, and whether the public sector should
advance to a development phase.”
SMEs begin paying back pandemic loans but Bank warns
many firms remain vulnerable to debt
UK businesses have weathered the pandemic by raising
finance from banks, financial markets and government
schemes. Now, many have begun to repay their loans.
Since March 2020, UK businesses have raised around
£77 billion of net additional financing from UK banks and
global financial markets, materially higher than the average
raised in recent years. This finance, alongside wider
Government support, has helped businesses to weather
the pandemic.
The combination of financing and Government support has
also led to an improvement in UK businesses’ aggregate
liquidity positions. Overall, businesses’ cash balances have
increased by around £180 billion (over a third) since
March 2020.
This improvement in cash positions is likely to partially
explain businesses’ muted demand for credit in 2021,
relative to 2020.
Large businesses have made small net repayments of
bank loans so far in 2021 and net capital market issuance
has been broadly unchanged. At the same time, small
and medium-sized enterprises’ (SMEs) net borrowing has
reduced materially to around negative £0.5 billion per
month in 2021, compared to positive net borrowing of
£3.6 billion per month in 2020.
Overall, monthly net financing raised has been mainly
negative since March 2021. This means that, in aggregate,
businesses have started to repay more finance than they
raise.
While net financing raised by businesses increased
materially during the pandemic, especially for SMEs, this
led only to a moderate increase in the level of aggregate
corporate debt. However, this moderate increase in
indebtedness is likely to have increased the number and
scale of vulnerable businesses. Overall, the Financial Policy
Committee judges that UK corporate debt vulnerabilities
have increased moderately, in aggregate, as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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New export strategy announced

UKEF simplifies its export products

The Government has announced a new strategy to help
businesses across the UK double exports. The 12-point
export strategy includes an Export Support Service that will
provide a one-stop shop for exporting advice and a new UK
Tradeshow Programme. The Export Academy, which was
launched in England in October 2021, will be expanded to
cover Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

UK Export Finance (UKEF) has announced changes to its range
of products. The Export Development Guarantee will become
more flexible and accessible to encourage foreign businesses to
establish in the UK, stimulate investment in the green economy
and level-up support for smaller UK businesses. The Bills and
Notes Guarantee will be simplified to ensure UK exporters are
paid immediately for their goods and services.

Read more about the strategy at:

Read more about the changes at:

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/made-in-the-uk-soldto-the-world-new-strategy-to-boost-exports-to-1-trillion

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/ukef-overhaulsguarantees-to-kickstart-major-exports

HMRC investigates coronavirus
support fraud

Environment Act 2021 becomes law

Research by law firm BLM has revealed that HMRC launched
15,000 investigations into potential misuse of coronavirus
financial support schemes. Investigations into applications
made under the SEISS increased by 27% between April and
June 2021 to reach 6,351. Investigations into claims made
under the Eat Out to Help Out scheme increased by 36% and
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme investigations rose by 3.6%.
Read more about the research at:
https://bestofboth.blmlaw.com/insights/news/thousandsmore-self-employed-under-investigation-for-coronavirus-fraudhmrc-data-reveals-27-jump-in-investigations-in-3-months

The Environment Act 2021 has become law and introduces
measures to improve air and water quality, reduce packaging
waste, increase recycling, halt the decline of species and
improve the natural environment in the UK. Under the Act
a new, independent Office for Environmental Protection
has been created to hold government and public bodies to
account on their environmental obligations.
Read more about the Act at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/world-leadingenvironment-act-becomes-law
Source: BAD News (Business Advisers News)

